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Abstract
We developed an accurate model accounting for electron-phonon interaction in colloidal
quantum dot supercrystals that allowed us to identify the nature of charge carriers and the
electrical transport regime. We find that in experimentally analyzed CdSe nanocrystal solids
the electron-phonon interaction is sufficiently strong that small polarons localized to single dots
are formed. Charge-carrier transport occurs by small polaron hopping between the dots, with
mobility that decreases with increasing temperature. While such a temperature dependence
of mobility is usually considered as a proof of band transport, we show that the same type of
dependence occurs in the system where transport is dominated by small polaron hopping.
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Colloidal nanocrystals (NC) exhibit electronic and optical properties that significantly differ
from bulk semiconductors. Their electronic spectrum is discrete, defect density is low and proper-
ties are size-tunable. In the last decade, special attention was put on arrays of NCs, i.e. nanocrystal
solids (NSs).1,2 Potential device applications of NSs include photodetection,3 FETs4 and photo-
voltaics.5
Good electronic transport between the NCs is required for efficient operation of all these de-
vices. Initially, these structures exhibited very low conductivity, but increased interdot coupling by
using shorter ligands and doping techniques enabled observable conductivity with corresponding
mobility of the order of 10−2cm2/(Vs) (see Ref. 6). Conductivity decreased with the decreasing
temperature indicating activated electron mobility. It was suggested6 that Mott’s variable range
hopping6–9 is the transport mechanism at low temperatures in these disordered, doped and weakly
coupled CdSe NCs.
A very strong effort has been put in order to achieve higher electron mobilities and band-like
transport. In order to improve transport properties, three main directions in technology develop-
ment are: fabrication of monodispersed systems, enhanced interdot coupling and uniform high
level doping. Despite the successes in the development of the technology, it is still a challenge
to obtain the NSs with high monodispersity and strong interdot coupling.9,10 The upper limit of
electron mobility presently is of the order of ten cm2/(Vs) (see Refs. 11–13). Such relatively high
values of mobility, its decrease with increasing temperature and absorption linewidth broadening
upon formation of NS12 were considered as a signature of band transport in these materials.
Numerous effects act detrimentally when band transport in realistic NSs is concerned, such as
the effects of disorder9 (nanocrystal size nonuniformity, irregularities in the spatial arrangement,
nonuniform doping, etc), traps and the electron-phonon interaction. While the effects of disorder
and traps can be removed or significantly reduced at least in principle by the fabrication of high-
quality structures, the electron-phonon interaction is intrinsic to the material and always ultimately
exists. Despite this, very little is known about the strength of the electron-phonon interaction and
its effect on transport properties in NSs. In an ideal NS, if the electron-phonon interaction in the
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NC were much weaker than electronic coupling between the NCs, the system would exhibit band
transport where the electron-phonon interaction acts as a scattering mechanism that determines the
value of the electron mobility. In the opposite limit, if the electron-phonon interaction were much
stronger than the electronic coupling between the NCs, the formation of small polarons14 – quasi-
particles consisting of an electron in the NC dressed by phonons – would take place. In that case,
the electronic coupling between the NCs acts as a perturbation that allows small polarons to hop
from one NC to another and such a transport regime is called small polaron hopping.14,15 It is be-
lieved that small polaron hopping is the charge transport mechanism in a variety of materials such
as atomic solids,16 transition metal oxides17 and small molecule based organic semiconductors.15
In this work, we show that carrier transport in CdSe NSs at low carrier concentration occurs
by small polaron hopping although the temperature dependence of mobility exhibits a band-like
behavior. We calculate the strength and study the role of the electron-phonon interaction on the
transport properties of carriers in NSs. Colloidal NCs, made of extremely polar semiconductors,
exhibit strong electron-phonon interaction via polar coupling to optical phonons, which leads to
small polaron formation. We calculate the mobility of small polarons which in the relevant range
of temperatures exhibits a decrease with increasing temperature. This implies that a decrease of
mobility with increasing temperature cannot be considered as a signature of band transport.
We consider an ideal cubic lattice of NCs with lattice constant C. Each NC is assumed to have
the shape of a sphere with radius a in the 2.0-4.0 nm range8,10 that provides three dimensional
confinement for electrons with infinitely high potential barrier. We assume interdot spacing of
d = 1 nm, which gives C = 2a+d (see Figure 1).
The electronic structure of a NC is considered within the effective mass approximation. The
energy separation between s-like ground and p-like first excited state in the conduction band is
above 200 meV for all realistic values of dot radius a. Therefore we assume that transport at
low carrier concentration, where the effects of charging8,18–20 are negligible, occurs only through
ground s-like states, since these are the only ones that are significantly populated. Within the
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Figure 1: 2D sketch of a colloidal nanocrystal solid with nanocrystal radius a, interdot spacing d
and lattice constant C.
effective mass approximation, the s-like wave function of the ground state is given as:
ψ (r) =
√
1
2pia3 j21 (α00)
j0
(α00
a
r
)
(1)
where jn is the spherical Bessel function of order n and α00 is the first zero of j0.
Electronic coupling between ground states of neighboring NCs depends on various factors,
such as the dot size, the interdot spacing, the type of ligands at the surface of the dots, as well as on
the linker molecules that can be used to increase the coupling between the dots.4,21–25 Recent ab-
initio calculations21 have shown that electronic coupling in CdSe NCs linked with Sn2S6 molecule
strongly depends on the dot size and the type of molecule attachment and takes the values below
10 meV for dots with the radius above 2 nm. The electronic coupling between dots depends on
many factors, and as parameter which can be technologically engineered it is appropriate to use it
as an input free parameter in following theoretical consideration.
To model the interaction of electrons with phonons in the NC, we consider longitudinal optical
(LO) modes which couple to electrons via polar coupling and acoustic modes which couple to
electrons via deformation potential and piezoelectric coupling.
We use the dielectric continuum model given in Refs. 26–29 to model the optical confined
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modes, their frequencies and their coupling to electronic states. This model gives two groups of
optical confined modes: the LO modes and the surface optical (SO) modes.26 Due to the spherical
symmetry of the electron wavefunction, only LO modes couple with electrons in the ground state.
The elastic continuum model is used to model acoustic confined modes as in Ref. 30. Two
types of modes arise from such a model: spheroidal and torsional modes. Spheroidal modes have
longitudinal component, while torsional modes are fully transversal modes. Only spheroidal modes
couple to electrons via deformation potential regardless of the electronic state. It turns out that
torsional modes do not couple to the ground state via piezoelectric coupling due to its spherical
symmetry. Therefore only spheroidal modes are relevant.
We include in the Hamiltonian a limited number of phonon modes with strongest coupling to
electrons by choosing the modes with the largest ratio of electron-phonon coupling G f and phonon
energy h¯Ω f . Selected modes and corresponding parameters are presented in Table 1. The inclusion
of additional modes has no significant effect on the results that will be presented.
We find that confined LO phonon modes at energies of 24 meV are responsible for strongest
electron-phonon coupling constants of the order of (30−40)meV. These values are significantly
larger than typical electronic transfer integrals which gives a first indication that small polaron
formation might take place. Having the importance of the values of electron–LO phonon coupling
constants in mind, we have checked that they are reasonable by also computing them using the
bulk phonon model and taking the standard expression for Fröhlich coupling. The root of the sum
of all electron–LO phonon coupling constants squared is in the range (46− 66)meV within the
bulk phonon model, and in the (31− 44)meV range within the confined phonon model for the
value of radius in the (4.0− 2.0) nm range. Similarity of these values suggests that the values of
electron–LO phonon coupling constants obtained from the model that we used are in accordance
with expectations.
With the obtained phonon modes, frequencies and coupling strengths, one can construct the
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Table 1: Phonon energies h¯Ω and electron-phonon coupling constants to the electronic ground
state G in a CdSe NC for different values of the dot radius.
Mode Types → AcousticSpheroidal
Acoustic
Spheroidal
Acoustic
Spheroidal
Acoustic
Spheroidal
Longitudinal
Optical
Longitudinal
Optical
Parameters [meV] → h¯Ω1 G1 h¯Ω2 G2 h¯Ω3 G3 h¯Ω4 G4 h¯Ω5 G5 h¯Ω6 G6
2.0 nm 3.40 -3.36 7.29 0.48 1.32 -1.29 2.60 0.86 24.00 43.00 24.00 7.45
2.5 nm 2.72 -2.49 5.83 0.49 1.05 -1.03 2.08 0.69 24.00 38.46 24.00 6.66
3.0 nm 2.27 -1.96 4.86 0.47 0.88 -0.86 1.73 0.57 24.00 35.11 24.00 6.08
3.5 nm 1.95 -1.61 4.16 0.44 0.75 -0.74 1.48 0.49 24.00 32.51 24.00 5.63
4.0 nm 1.70 -1.36 3.64 0.40 0.66 -0.64 1.30 0.43 24.00 30.41 24.00 5.26
Hamiltonian of an infinite three dimensional NS:
ˆH = ˆHe + ˆHph + ˆHe-ph, (2)
where
ˆHe = ∑
RS
JR−S ˆA†R ˆAS, (3)
ˆHph = h¯ ∑
R, f
Ω f ˆB†R, f ˆBR, f , (4)
ˆHe-ph = ∑
R, f
G f ˆA†R ˆAR
(
ˆB†R, f + ˆBR, f
)
. (5)
In the previous equations ˆA†R and ˆAR are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron in
NC at site R, ˆB†R, f and ˆBR, f are the corresponding operators for a mode f phonon in NC at the same
site, while JR−S is electronic coupling (electronic transfer integral) between the ground states of
NCs at sites R and S. We include only the coupling between nearest neighbors because electronic
coupling between more remote neighbors is negligibly small.18
To establish the nature of charge carriers described by this Hamiltonian and their transport
regime, we follow the variational polaron approach as in Refs. 31,32. We apply the Merrifield’s
unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian ˆH (D) = ˆU−1 (D) ˆH ˆU (D), where
ˆU (D) = e∑R
ˆA†R ˆAR ∑S, f DS, f
(
ˆBR+S, f− ˆB†R+S, f
)
. (6)
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The transformed Hamiltonian is of the form ˆH (D) = ˆH0 (D) + ˆV (D), where ˆH0 (D) describes
noninteracting polarons and phonons, while ˆV (D) contains the interaction between phonons and
polarons. This interaction acts only as perturbation if the DS, f coefficients are chosen appropriately.
The coefficients DS, f in the unitary transformation are obtained from the condition that Bogoliubov
upper bound on the free energy of the Hamiltonian ˆH (D) is minimal.32
The coefficients DS, f quantify the degree of dressing of an electron at site R by phonon of
mode f at site R+S. In the case of strong electron-phonon interaction, the electrons are dressed by
phonons from the same site and these coefficients take the form DS, f = δS,0 G fh¯Ω f . On the other hand,
for a weak electron-phonon interaction, these coefficients have smaller values but their range is
much longer and phonons from many different sites participate in dressing the electron. Therefore,
one can in principle define that the charge carrier is a small polaron if the dependence of DS, f on S
is strongly peaked at S = 0.
It is however more convenient to have a single number which describes whether the carriers are
small polarons or not. The electron-phonon interaction also leads to renormalization of the band
dispersion from the Ek = ∑R JReik·R to the Ek (D) = ∑R JR (D)eik·R +E ′ (D) dependence, where
JR (D) = JRe
−
1
2 ∑R′, f (DR′, f−DR′−R, f )
2
coth
( β h¯Ω f
2
)
, (7)
and
E ′ (D) = ∑
f
(
∑
R
h¯Ω f D2R, f −2G f D0, f
)
(8)
with β = 1/(kBT ), where T is the temperature. Term E ′ (D) doesn’t depend on wavevector k and
can be further omitted from discussion. Therefore, the electron-phonon interaction leads to the
reduction of the bandwidth by a factor of κ = JR (D)/JR (In the case of nearest neighbour approx-
imation κ is unambiguously defined). If the carriers are small polarons, then the condition κ ≪ 1
is satisfied.32 In Figure 2 we present values of variational parameters averaged over all phonon
modes in terms of integer lattice site and for several values of parameter κ . For maximal value of
κ ≈ 1, variational parameters exhibit significant values for relatively far sites. With decreasing κ ,
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the central coefficient becomes larger, but the coefficients far from central site decrease. Eventu-
ally, for κ ≈ 0, parameters are strongly peaked at S = 0 and formation of small polaron takes place.
Consequently, we introduce the criterion κ < 0.05 which can be used as a threshold beyond which
the small polaron formation takes place as indicated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: DtotalR =
√
∑ f D2R, f for 1D lattice model for several values of parameter κ . Phonon
spectrum is taken from Table 1. The value of κ=0.96 corresponds to J =-40 meV and T =4 K,
κ=0.60 corresponds to J =-20 meV and T =83 K, κ=0.02 corresponds to J =-2.5 meV and T =4
K and κ=0.09 corresponds to J =-7 meV and T =4 K.
In Figure 3 we present for several different values of dot radius the region of (J,T ) parameters
for which the condition κ < 0.05 is satisfied. These results demonstrate that at room temperature
the charge carriers in NSs are small polarons for all realistic values of electronic coupling and
dot dimensions. As seen from Figure 3, electronic coupling of at least 15-30 meV would be
required to break the small polaron at room temperature, a value much larger then theoretical21
and experimental12,22 estimates of electronic coupling.
Next, we calculate the charge carrier mobility when the system is in the small polaron regime.
The mobility is given from the Einstein relation as µ = βDe, where D is the diffusion constant.
The diffusion constant can be expressed in terms of the small polaron hopping rate W between two
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Figure 3: J vs T diagram demonstrating the area of strong electron–phonon coupling regime for
several dot sizes. The dot radius is specified in the legend. The limiting curve has been defined by
the condition κ < 0.05. Strong electron–phonon coupling regime occurs in the upper right region
of the diagram.
neighboring dots as D =WC2. The expression for the small polaron hopping rate is given as33,34
W =
J2
h¯2
∫
∞
−∞
dt exp
{
−2∑
f
G2f(
h¯Ω f
)2×
×
[(
2N f +1
)
−
(
N f +1
)
e−iΩ f t −N f eiΩ f t
]}
. (9)
In the high-temperature limit β h¯Ω f ≪ 1 this expression reduces to the well-known Marcus formula
W =
J2
h¯
√βpi
λ e
−βλ/4, (10)
where λ = 2∑ f
G2f
h¯Ω f is the reorganization energy. However, for electron-phonon coupling strengths
given in Table 1 the high-temperature limit condition is not satisfied and therefore we use Eq. (9)
instead of the simpler Eq. (10). Eq. (9) can alternatively be obtained by applying Kubo’s linear
response theory to transformed Hamiltonian and taking the limit of strong electron-phonon cou-
pling.35 Therefore, this is a full quantum mechanical formula for charge carrier mobility.
In our model, we have not included the effects of polarization of the surrounding dielectric
during charge carrier hopping between the dots. These effects are typically modeled using external
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reorganization energy given as36–38
λext =
e2
4piε0
(
1
a
−
1
C
)(
1
ε∞
−
1
εst
)
, (11)
where ε∞ and εst are the static and high frequency relative dielectric constant of the surrounding
dielectric. For an estimate of the value of λext, we take the CdSe values ε∞ = 6.9 and εst = 9.6
(a more accurate treatment would involve the use of an effective medium theory to calculate the
effective dielectric constant of the dot surroundings) and obtain that λext takes the values from the
(8−18) meV range. On the other hand, using the values from Table 1 we find that λ takes the
values from the (83−170) meV and is therefore significantly larger than λext. For this reason, it is
safe to neglect λext.
The calculated temperature dependence of the mobility for several dot sizes and electronic cou-
pling parameters is presented in Figure 4. In all these cases the small polaron condition is satisfied,
as can be seen from Figure 3. We find that in the range of temperatures around room temperature
the mobility decreases with increasing temperature for all the investigated dot dimensions. Such
a temperature dependence was, in several previous works,11–13 considered to be a signature of
band transport (along with the absorption linewidth broadening upon formation of NS12). Here,
we demonstrate that this type of temperature dependence is present also in small polaron trans-
port. Therefore, the "band-like" temperature dependence of the mobility cannot be considered as
a proof of band transport. In fact, we have shown that electron-phonon interaction in CdSe dots
is sufficiently strong for the formation of small polarons whose mobility decreases with increasing
temperature.
The mobility that decreases with increasing temperature is somewhat unexpected for hopping
transport. We find that the hopping rate W increases with increasing temperature. This is expected
since the transport of small polaron from one dot to another is composed of breaking the electron-
phonon bond in the polaron at first dot and formation of a polaron at another dot, which is a
thermally activated process. However, the mobility is not proportional to W but to the ratio W/T
11
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Figure 4: Mobility vs temperature plot for various dot sizes and two different values of electronic
coupling between the dots. The upper plot corresponds to J =-6 meV and curves for dot radius
ranging from 2.5 nm to 3 nm resemble those from Ref. 11. The lower part of figure corresponds
to J =-10 meV and curves for dot radius ranging from 2.5 nm to 3 nm resemble those from Ref.
12 (Figure 4)
.
as follows from the Einstein relation and it exhibits a decrease with increasing temperature due to
the T factor in the denominator which prevails over the factors in the nominator. Physical origin
of the T factor is the fact that mobility describes the directed drift motion which is suppressed at
higher temperatures over the random diffusive motion (as quantified by the Einstein formula).
We also find that the strength of the electron-phonon coupling influences the mobility. By
increasing the dot size, the strength of the electron-phonon coupling decreases and the mobility
increases as presented in Figure 4. This is an expected behavior for the small polaron regime be-
cause weaker electron-phonon coupling leads to a polaron that is less strongly bound and therefore
it can hop to a neighboring dot more easily. An increase of mobility with an increase in dot dimen-
sions has been observed in several experiments.22,39 In the small polaron regime, the mobility has
quadratic dependence on electronic coupling J, which is direct consequence of Eq. (9).
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In Ref. 12 the mobilities of the order of (20−30)cm2/Vs were measured in the linear regime in
field-effect transistors with CdSe NSs. These mobilities gradually increase, exhibit a peak and then
gradually decrease with increasing the temperature. We obtain similar behavior in our simulation
for dots whose radius is below 3.0 nm – the peak of mobility moves from 230 K for the dot
with radius 2.5 nm to 140 K for the dot with radius of 3.0 nm. One should still note that the
comparison of our calculations with these experiments should be taken with caution due to the
effects of disorder and traps which are present in experiment. We stress again that despite the
relatively large values of mobility, for these parameters, the electrical transport takes place by
small polaron hopping.
Next, we discuss other well-known effects in the system which may lead to charge carrier lo-
calization and hopping transport. The effects of disorder can cause Anderson localization40,41 of
wave functions which lead to vanishing conductivity at zero temperature and thermally activated
hopping at finite temperatures.41 On the other hand, at higher carrier concentrations, the effects of
electron-electron interaction become important and may also lead to carrier localization and forma-
tion of a Mott insulator.42 Our results indicate that in the absence of disorder and electron-electron
interactions, electron-phonon interaction is sufficiently strong to lead to formation of localized
small polarons which exhibit hopping transport.
Realistic NSs are certainly disordered to some extent and contain some traps.43 Since the main
conclusion of our paper is that electron-phonon interaction is already sufficient to localize the
carriers (which leads to hopping transport) and both disorder and traps also act to localize the
carrier, their presence will certainly not change the transport mechanism in the system.
In summary, we have developed a model to describe the electronic transport at low carrier
concentration in ideal NSs. We have used elastic and dielectric continuum models to obtain phonon
spectra and the strength of their coupling to electrons. Variational polaron theory was then used
to establish the nature of charge carriers. Hopping rates and carrier mobility were evaluated using
the approach that fully takes into account the quantum mechanical nature of phonons and their
interaction with electrons.
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We have identified the conditions for the strong coupling regime where band narrowing is
so strong that small polaron formation takes place. Based on this and calculated mobilities, we
conclude that recently fabricated NSs do not exhibit band transport but instead reside in the strong
electron-phonon coupling regime where localized carriers exhibit hopping transport. In such a
transport regime, the mobility also decreases by increasing the temperature.
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